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[accepted author manuscript, uncorrected] 
 

Tutor, antiquarian, and almost a practitioner: 
Brian Twyne’s readings of mathematics 

Richard J. Oosterhoff, richard.oosterhoff@ed.ac.uk 
 
 
Within a small manuscript collection of notes on Euclidian geometry, the Oxford 
antiquary and fellow of Corpus Christi College, Brian Twyne (1581-1644) recorded a 
bit of gossip. To compile his notes, Twyne was using several texts but mainly working 
from the famous first English edition of Euclid of 1570, by the Lord Mayor of London, 
Sir Henry Billingsley. There were rumours that Billingsley had cribbed his 
mathematical learning from others. Twyne had heard that a certain ‘Frier Whitehead’ 
had fled Oxford during Henry VIII’s demolition of the monasteries. He found refuge 
with the Alderman Billingsley in London, and he set about teaching Billingsley 
geometry. In fact, he left Billingsley all his notes on Euclid’s Elements, ‘which the said 
Billingsley after Whiteheds death, havinge well digested, and ordered them, published 
them in his owne name.’1 
 Beyond his printed and manuscript sources, moreover, Twyne’s mathematical 
reading was leavened by conversation: he reported that the story about Friar Whitehead 
‘hath beene told unto me many a time by Mr Allen of Glosterhall, who had was so 
enformed by old Dr Barnes, livinge at that time, to whom these parties were well 
knowne, and the matter also.’2 Thomas Allen had rooms at Gloucester Hall from 1571 
until his death in 1632, and shared with Twyne many of his intellectual interests, 
including Twyne’s life-long commitment to understanding the longer history of 
Oxford. We know much about Allen’s collection from one of Twyne’s many 
notebooks, later incorporated into Anthony Wood’s own collection: in 1622, Twyne 
listed Allen’s hundreds of carefully curated manuscripts, with a strong weight on 
natural philosophy and mathematics, as well as broader interests in English history.3 In 
fact, it would appear that Allen can be blamed for Twyne’s own interests in 
mathematics, as his tutor.4 
 The story supplies context for Twyne’s own reading of mathematics. In a 
meaningful sense, Twyne was an amateur, a lover of mathematical arts, more than a 
practitioner.5  He never published on mathematics like a John Dee, or became an 
authority like a Thomas Allen or a William Oughtred. He never even secretly amassed 

                                                
1 Oxford, Corpus Christi College [hereafter CCC] MS 254, 89v.  
2 MS CCC 254, 89v. 
3 MS Ashmol. Ant. Wood. F.26. 
4 Michael Foster, ‘Thomas Allen (1540-1632), Gloucester Hall and the Survival of Catholicism in Post-
Reformation Oxford’, Oxoniensia 46 (1981): 99–128; M.H. Curtis, Oxford and Cambridge in 
Transition, 1558-1642 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), 108. 
5 Richard J. Oosterhoff, ‘Lovers in Paratexts: Oronce Fine’s Republic of Mathematics’, Nuncius 31, no. 
3 (2016): 549–83; Margaret Gaida, ‘Reading Cosmographia: Peter Apian’s Book-Instrument Hybrid 
and the Rise of the Mathematical Amateur in the Sixteenth Century’, Early Science and Medicine 21, 
no. 4 (2016): 277–302. On the category of practitioner, see Stephen Johnston, ‘The Identity of the 
Mathematical Practitioner in 16th-Century England’, in Der “Mathematicus”: Zur Entwicklung und 
Bedeutung einer neuen Berufsgruppe in der Zeit Gerhard Mercators, ed. Irmgarde Hantsche, vol. 4, 
Duisburger Mercator-Studien (Bochum: Brockmeyer, 1996), 93–120; Alexander Marr, ed., The Worlds 
of Oronce Fine. Mathematics, Instruments and Print in Renaissance France (Donington: Shaun Tyas, 
2009); Lesley B. Cormack, Steven A. Walton, and John A. Schuster, eds., Mathematical Practitioners 
and the Transformation of Natural Knowledge in Early Modern Europe (Cham: Springer, 2017). 
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wonderful expertise like a Henry Savile or a Thomas Harriot.6 Even though Twyne did 
annotate Galileo’s Sidereus Nuncius, he did not belong to the generation that struggled 
to assimilate Galileo and Descartes’ new mathematical physics from the middle of the 
seventeenth century on.7  Twyne’s exceptionally rich papers make him instead—as 
Mordechai Feingold already suggested in 1984—a snapshot of something like 
‘business as usual’ during a period when humanist habits had been integrated with the 
traditional Aristotelian framework of the English universities.8  
 Before getting Twyne’s mathematical papers, it will be useful to situate them 
within his overall note-taking practices, in the next section. Then we will follow Twyne, 
so far as we can, into his mathematical tutorial, trying to piece together the way Twyne 
deployed these papers as tools, the material basis for coaxing students into the basic 
habits and practices of mathematics. Finally, I will turn to some ways in which these 
teaching concerns overlapped with Twyne’s better known antiquarian practices.  
 
 
1. Twyne’s Archive 
Twyne would return to mathematical reading at several points in his varied career in 
Oxford. Born in Sussex, he became a student at Corpus Christi College in 1594, 
graduated BA in 1599, and MA in 1603. After a brief probationary fellowship in 1605, 
Twyne was made a Fellow of the College in 1607; in 1615 he served as Greek 
praelector; he remained at Corpus until 1623. In that year he gave up his fellowship, 
hoping to be made the next Camden professor in history—but his predecessor 
stubbornly outlived him. Instead, in 1634 Twyne became the first Keeper of the 
Archives for the University, a post he held until his death in 1644. Throughout this 
time, Twyne kept himself solvent in part with the benefice of a rectorship in Rye, 
Sussex gained in 1614, having taken the degree of bachelor of theology in 1610.9  
 But Twyne’s real passions evidently lay away from theology. Already in 1608, 
Twyne had written a big book on the history of Oxford, a direct effort to counter the 
claims of John Caius, who had claimed forty years earlier that his own university of 
Cambridge was far more ancient than Oxford. Twyne possibly first came in mind of a 
riposte through Thomas Allen, who already in 1599 had heard of a bit of striking new 
evidence: the earliest mention of King Alfred arriving in Oxford to settle student 
disputes, in 886, well before any other manuscript evidence for Cambridge.10 In 1608, 
Twyne published the Antiquitatis academiæ Oxoniensis apologia. At the age of 28, he 
took on a central topic of Oxford antiquarianism, in part using evidence debated by 
Allen, William Camden, and Henry Savile—thus beginning his life-long collection of 

                                                
6 On Savile’s expertise: Robert Goulding, ‘Polemic in the Margin: Henry Savile against Joseph 
Scaliger’s Quadrature of the Circle’, in Scientia in margine: études sur les Marginalia dans les 
manuscrits scientifiques du Moyen Age à la Renaissance, ed. Danielle Jacquart and Charles Burnett 
(Geneva: Droz, 2005), 241–59. 
7 Renée Raphael, Reading Galileo: Scribal Technologies and the Two New Sciences (Baltimore, MD: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2017). 
8 Mordechai Feingold, The Mathematician’s Apprenticeship: Science, Universities and Society in 
England, 1560-1640 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 73. Also Curtis, Oxford and 
Cambridge in Transition, 121-122; Mordechai Feingold, ‘The Mathematical Sciences and New 
Philosophies’, in Seventeenth-Century Oxford, ed. Nicholas Tyacke, vol. IV, The History of the 
University of Oxford (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 379. 
9 S. Gibson, ‘Brian Twyne’, Oxoniensia 5 (1940): 94–114; A.J. Hegarty, ‘Twyne, Brian’, Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, 2004, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/27924. 
10 Gibson, ‘Brian Twyne’, 96-9; see also Anthony T. Grafton, ‘Brian Twyne’ (lecture at Corpus Christi 
College, Ox, September 9, 2017). 
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manuscripts, transcriptions, and memorabilia relating to the history of Oxford, which 
earned him a central role in devising the Laudian statutes of 1636. 
 Twyne’s mathematical interests rarely surface within his best-known set of 
notebooks, bound for the Bodleian Library by Gerard Langbaine, Twyne’s successor 
as Keeper of the Archives. Into these notebooks Twyne had funneled deeds, rulings, 
and records from throughout Oxfordshire and beyond, shoring up these fragments into 
a bulwark to protect the University’s privileges against the town. They formed precious 
material for Anthony Wood to construct the earlier parts of his own history of Oxford.11  

My focus will be two smaller groups of manuscripts, which set Twyne’s 
mathematical reading habits more firmly within the context of university teaching. The 
first is a group of notebooks which Twyne entitles schediasticorum libri. I have not 
been able to retrace all of Twyne’s schediastica, though there must have been at least 
nine volumes. For example, Schediasticorum liber 4us presents an assortment of topics: 
logic, physics, rhetoric, Hebrew, and Greek grammar.12  These are brief, complete 
miniature treatises carefully written out in the neat, compact hand Twyne used as a 
young man. They can be dated from an : ‘BT CXC [Oxon.] socii et s. theol. baccal. | 
παιδεία και µέθοδον’ (Belonging to B[rian] T[wyne], Corpus Christi College, fellow 
and bachelor of holy theology | Education and method).13 This likely dates the volume 
from after 1610, when Twyne had earned the degree in theology, and before 1615, when 
it is likely he would have indicated his position as Greek praelector.  

The term schediasticum is unusual, balancing the material status of these books 
somewhere between rough matter and polished learning. A scheda is simply a sheet of 
papyrus or paper. At first, we might imagine the term simply identified these as 
‘notebooks’; certainly these volumes contain a mixture of only loosely associated 
entries. The volumes offer more, however. Among other things, Schediasticorum liber 
4us provides a manual for teaching Latin rhetoric, worked out in Ramist tables; it offers 
set piece disputations on questions from Aristotle’s physics and logic; and it develops 
observations from Twyne’s reading as short essays. The idea of a schediasma as an 
extemporized essay is found in the Paris humanist printer Henri Estienne’s 
Schediasmatum variorum libri tres. 14  Estienne advertised these as a collection of 
‘observations, emendations, expositions, and discourses’ that he had written down over 
the course of three months—the only thing they shared, Estienne claimed, was their 
origin in the winter of 1578. This was only a small misrepresentation. After all, the bulk 
of Estienne’s short essays picked out a series of textual, theological, and philosophical 
knots presented by the Platonic corpus, which Estienne was editing at the moment: the 
Schediasmata was a delightful and learned proleptic printer’s advertisement to his great 
1578 edition of Plato’s works, which we still navigate through ‘Stephanus numbers’. 
Estienne’s had not entirely lied: these insights were not complete in themselves, but 
only served as the starting point for further, deeper reflection. Their ad hoc nature in 
part reflects the notion of schedia his father Robert Estienne had defined in his 
celebrated Thesauras linguae latinae (1531). There schedia are ‘those unformed and 
extemporary verses which we now call forests. The Greeks use schediázein for 

                                                
11 The fullest survey of these volumes is Andrew Clark, Life and Times of Anthony Wood, Antiquary, of 
Oxford, 1632-1695, Described by Himself, vol. 4 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1895), 202–28.  
12 MS Jes. Col. E.30.  
13 MS Jes. Col. E.30. 
14 Paris: Henri Estienne [II], 1578. Thanks to William Poole for alerting me to this work. 
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speaking extemporaneously.’15 The forests of impromptu verses are the rough material 
that will then be polished. By naming his notes schediastica, Twyne gestured towards 
an impromptu performance—but one that self-consciously played with the idea of 
polish through learning. Unformed forests called for cultivation.   

In fact, as the phrase ‘education and method’ suggests, Twyne’s schediastica 
likely were teaching materials. His schediastica are not failed efforts at the open-ended 
essai. Since each covers a topic taught in the philosophy course, these are most likely 
to be resources that Twyne had developed to prime his own teaching. They might have 
served as the outlines used for lectures, if he occasionally ventured to the school halls 
next to the Bodleian library, where undergraduates attended university lectures. They 
might have been his own memory devices, as he prepared for the tutorials he would 
have directed within the college. Or perhaps he gave his students license to copy his 
notes, like earlier generations of masters who marked up their printed books for students 
to borrow.16 A fuller account of Twyne’s schediastica might help us reimagine the oral, 
performative—and indeed impromptu—context of the college classroom.17 

In the remainder of this chapter, the libri schediasticorum supply one important 
context for understanding a second, much less well organised, group of manuscripts—
which is where we find the bulk of Twyne’s mathematical papers.18 While the existing 
schediastica retain Twyne’s own organisation, this last group was rebound in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It brings together loose leaves and segments 
of notebooks from across Twyne’s time at Corpus Christi College. These leaves include 
early letters between Twyne and his father, occasional broadsheets, excerpts from 
medieval and early modern authors such as Pierre d’Ailly or Jacopo Zabarella, notes 
from Thomas Allen, as well as Twyne’s own ‘observationes’ from his mathematical 
reading. From the perspective of mathematical reading, these are perhaps the most 
intriguing of Twyne’s notes, but they come with a health warning: their chronology and 
context are extremely difficult to ascertain. 
 
 
2. Mathematical practice for a tutor 
This tangled mass of notes reveal Twyne as a conscientious and canny teacher of 
mathematics. Stereotypes of early seventeenth century university learning, and 
especially university mathematics, still present it dry as dust, disconnected from the 
commodified skills of artisans and the fertile speculations of practical sorts. This 
account dates from the period itself, from Gabriel Harvey’s praise of practical 
knowledge to Webster and Ward’s quarrels over the place of university learning later 
in the century. Taken together, these notes supply a reading of mathematics that 
                                                
15 Dictionarium seu Latinae linguae thesaurus (Paris, 1531), s.v. ‘Schedia, schediorum, Incondita et 
extemporanea carmina dicuntur, quae nostri sylvas appellant. Et Graeci σχεδιάζειν usurpant pro eo 
quod est extempore dicere.’ 
16 Anthony T. Grafton and Urs B. Leu, “Chronica est unica Historiae lux: How Glarean Studied and 
Taught the Chronology of the Ancient World,” in Heinrich Glarean’s Books: The Intellectual World of 
a Sixteenth-Century Musical Humanist, ed. Iain Fenlon and Inga Mai Groote (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2013), 248–79. 
17 The oral elements of early modern learning are a growing area of study; e.g. Monica Azzolini, 
‘Talking of Animals: Whales, Ambergris, and the Circulation of Knowledge in Seventeenth-Century 
Rome’, Renaissance Studies 31, no. 2 (2017): 297–318; Ann Blair, ‘The Rise of Note-Taking in Early 
Modern Europe’, Intellectual History Review 20, no. 3 (2010): 303–16; Françoise Waquet, Parler 
comme un livre: l’oralité et le savoir, XVIe-XXe siècle (Paris: Albin Michel, 2003). 
18 The main target will be the messiest of these manuscript collections, MS CCC 254, which can be 
read alongside MS Arch Seld supra 79, MS CCC e257, MS CCC e260. MS CCC 263 also seems to be 
structured this way, despite being labelled ‘Schediasticorum nonus’. 
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constantly engages a wider material world, involving instruments, modeling of natural 
phenomena, music, and games. Twyne’s notes suggest that, far from skipping over the 
basics to fumble with abstractions, university learning could foster real engagement 
with diverse mathematical skills.  
 
 Indeed, a large group of notes reflect Twyne attending to the fundamental 
operations of doing mathematics, what would fall under the early modern category of 
practica. For example, the sequence opening CCC 254 gives the operations of long 
division, working through several complex examples over the course of a dense couple 
of folio pages.19 This is not an effort to teach schoolboys the basics; rather, Twyne 
seems to be working out the simplest techniques of calculation for large numbers, for 
accomplished computers to perform their tasks as quickly as possible. Indeed, along 
with the text are tables listing divisors, quotients, dividends, and remainders, 
accompanied by Twyne’s ‘canons’ for how abacists might use these swift shortcuts. 
The pages form a discrete whole. Similar segments are devoted to addition, and to 
multiplication. But these seem only loosely related to each other, without a systematic 
aim. 
 Such notes appear to be Twyne’s own composition, like the essays that make 
up the Schediastica. One whole page of instructions for how to check one’s work proves 
to be an abortive first start, and is crossed out for a fresh start on the overleaf.20 In these 
practica, Twyne writes mostly in English, but includes references and notes in Latin, 
suggesting a mixed range of sources. The first bears a Latin title: ‘Divisio: Dic quot, 
multiplica, subduc, transferque secantem.’ But the text proceeds in English: ‘Rules. If 
your divisors first number is greater than your dividends first number, then place your 
first…’ Twyne’s words have origins in printed texts, to be sure—but not only 
textbooks. Interleaved among these notes are printed broadsheets, of the kinds that 
Rechenmeister in Germany used to advertise their services. Twyne copied out another 
manuscript version of this ‘Tabula Pythagorica’, which noted that ‘young boys used to 
master this with the basics’.21 At least once, Twyne gathered these piecemeal studies 
of particular techniques into a more compendious overview of mathematical technique, 
in the manner of the schediasticorum libri just mentioned. The handwriting is very 
loose and fast; the text here is in Latin, but occasionally lapses into English, and back 
again—a fine copy would have smoothed out such irregular style.22 The order of the 
little tract is similar, but not identical, to books that Twyne marked up extensively, such 
as his edition of Gemma Frisius’s Arithmetica practica, as augmented by Jacques 
Peletier du Mans.23 Twyne appears to have tried to synthesize his own framework for 
teaching mathematics, based on a range of sources. 
 Mastering such mathematical practice also involved instruments. At one point 
Twyne describes ‘The little Brasen Materiall Sphaere in the Library’, reviewing the 

                                                
19 MS CCC 254, 2r-3r. 
20 MS CCC 254, 18r is crossed out (‘Certayne observations touchinge the proofe or demonstration of 
addition by 9 and by 7.’), and thoroughly reworked, with new examples, on 18v (‘The Problems 
touching the proofe by 9 and 7 in Addition.’). 
21 MS CCC 254, 23r.  ‘Tabula Numerorum Quadratorum; Iuxta Pythagoram | ab I usque ad 10. Quam 
pueruli olim cum rudimentis | perdiscebant. | Inserviens Multiplicationi et divisioni. Ab 1 usque ad 20 
adaucta.’ It is not clear to me whether Twyne means that students learned this in Pythagoras’ day, or in 
some older, golden age of the university. Cf. fol. 53r, which unfolds a broadsheet by Philibert Vernat’s 
of Faulhaber’s Tabula magia arcana coelesti (1615). 
22 MS CCC 254, 33r-46. 
23 Gemma Frisius and Jacques Peletier, Arithmeticæ practicae methodus facilis (Paris: Jerome de 
Marnef and Guillaume Cavellat, 1572), CCC N.6.13(1). 
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axes and motions captured by the armillary sphere presumably found in the Bodleian 
Library.24 One group of notes deal with a compass. These notes do not coalesce into a 
continuous description; one page is on the back of an old letter, reused to list a technique 
‘To put upon the compasses the divisions for the right lines’.25 One folded bifolium 
finely reproduces an Italian quadrant, suggesting a source from 1566.26 Twyne copies 
Italian text onto his outline of the instrument; meanwhile, another scrap of paper tucked 
into the mess of papers offers instructions for use in Latin.27 These perhaps reflect not 
a single concerted account of the instrument, but an episodic return the same 
instrument. 

As the mixture of languages would suggest, these descriptions of instruments 
mix practical and theoretical interests. When directly describing an instrument, Twyne 
seems either to copy from, or reflect on, the geometrical principles in the instrument’s 
design. Giving measurements for a compass rule, he supplies a paragraph ‘to 
demonstrate the base proportions of a compass’.28 In a dense paragraph Twyne shows 
how the measured proportions depend on propositions from the first book of Euclid’s 
Elements. Meanwhile, in another suite of notes, on how ‘The Chiefeth worke of 
Navigation dependeth upon the longitude and latitude of places’, Twyne reports how 
to use a sea compass to make observations of latitude. Here he writes in an explicitly 
practical mode, taking the techniques of calculation from certain books, but then adding 
key details, such as just where one should stand on the ship: on the pup deck, straddling 
a line drawn from bowsprit through the main mast.29 Such scattered notes may not add 
up to a natural history of trades, but they show Twyne at least imagining a step beyond 
textual sources, well past his study walls. 
 These notes also show Twyne linking this broader technical knowledge with the 
usual subjects of the undergraduate philosophy curriculum. Mathematics as a ‘mixed’ 
form of knowledge was applied to the natural world in theoretically coherent ways, 
especially linked to natural philosophy. These traditional sources shine through when 
Twyne tries to consider standard topics about astronomy. In one set of notes Twyne 
navigates a long list of arguments for the earth’s rotundity.30 In the next set, he switches 
to questions on natural philosophy, querying the relation between souls and nature, and 
reporting the views of moderns such as Gregory of Rimini, Zabarella, Pereira.31 At first 
glance, these seem unrelated sequences—the hand differs enough that Twyne took 
these notes perhaps years apart. But a traditional text in astronomy is the hidden tie: the 
notes on earth’s rotundity picks up a question best known from Sacrobosco’s Sphere, 
the astronomy introduction used since the late thirteenth century; this connection is then 
made explicit in the questions on natural philosophy, which end by adjudicating views 
‘On Chapter 4 of Johanne de Sacrobosco’, regarding the mechanics of an eclypse.32 

                                                
24 MS CCC 254, 80r. Presumably this is the instrument given by Josiah Bodley to the Library in 1601, 
which is now in Oxford’s Museum of the History of Science 
<https://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/epact/catalogue.php?ENumber=55548>. 
25 MS CCC 254, 77r.  
26 MS CCC 254, sheet folded between 79 and 80. 
27 MS CCC 254, 81r.  
28 MS CCC 254, an unnumbered page sewn in after fol. 77: ‘Circini proportionum fundamentum 
demonstrare’.  
29 MS CCC 254, 87v. He mentions Edward Wright, The Description and Use of the Sphaere, Devided 
into Three Principal Partes (London: John Tap, 1613). On fols. 54r-56v are examples of calculations 
for carpenters too, including what appears to be a model sketch for a carpenter’s rule. 
30 MS CCC e257, 140-149 (paginated). 
31 MS CCC e257, 150-162 (paginated).  
32 MS CCC e257, 159 (paginated): ‘In cap. 4. Johannis de sacro Busto.’ 
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Such traditional teaching of hide-bound, centuries old texts might suggest that Twyne 
simply aimed to defend the old ‘theorica’ or mathematical model of the heavenly 
spheres; in fact, Twyne seriously strives to consider the physical implications of these 
models, in light of physical givens.  

Indeed, at one point Twyne seems to aim for a mathematical philosophy a little 
like what Dee called ‘experimentall science’ in his Mathematicall Praeface to the 
English Euclid of 1572. The series of notes is a series of short paragraphs on how 
physical phenomena are experienced through categories of weight, distance, and shape. 
Any introduction they may have had is lost; currently they present as a series of short 
paragraphs apparently organised in ad hoc fashion, with generous space between 
paragraphs perhaps to allow for later amplification or correction. The first: 

Why is sun’s heat more intense the closer it is to the zenith? It has a twofold 
cause: first, because the closer the sun comes to the vertical point, the greater 
the conjunction of reflecting rays with what they hit; from that the air is made 
less dense, which causes heat. Second, because there is a greater amount of light 
when the sun is vertical than when it is near the horizon. The third cause is 
common, namely that there is less resistance from the vapors [i.e. from earth’s 
atmosphere], than near the horizon.33 
Twyne deploys a classic ‘mixed’ form of mathematics, perspectival geometry, 

to explain a physical phenomenon. The seamless addition of a third ‘vulgar’ case 
suggests we’re also seeing Twyne at work; this is an unfinished catalogue of 
experiences. When the experience is from distant places, Twyne lists sources: his entry 
‘De magnete’ is chiefly about the magnetic compass, and he informs of its origins 
around 1300 among Neapolitan sailors, Sebastian Cabot’s discovery of the earth’s 
magnetic variation, and refers to the comparative observations of Gonzales Oviedo.34 
The story of Archimedes measuring the crown of the king of Syracuse accompanies an 
explanation of how to discover the area taken up by an irregular solid. He compares the 
explanations of Maurlico and Giambattista della Porta for the circularity of rainbows. 
But ‘On the Admirable Craft of Bees’, he simply observes: ‘There are three shapes that 
fill up space: equilateral triangles, squares, and hexagons. Of these, bees select the 
hexagon shape, the most capacious of all.’35 Mathematics provides the leitmotif of these 
notes, which fit somewhere between Aristotle’s Mechanical Problems and a Baconian 
natural history.36 It is not clear whether Twyne took down this wonderful catalogue of 
mechanical questions simply for his own pleasure or planned to set these problems 
before students. It certainly shows a direction Twyne’s teaching could take.  
 
<insert figure 1 near here> 
 

Figure ??.1. Measuring the sun’s distance from earth. MS CCC 254, 118v 
 

                                                
33 MS CCC 254, 114r: ‘Cur Calor solis quo propiùs ad zenith accedit, eo intensior? Causa 2plex: ja quia 
quo sol propius accedit ad punctum verticale, eo maior est coniunctio radiorum reflexionum cum 
incidentibus; undè maior accidit rarefactio aeris, unde calor causatur. 2a. quia maior est quantitas 
luminis, sole verticante, quam propè horizontem. 3a causa est vulgaris, quod scilicet minor est 
resistentia vaporum sole verticante, quam propè horizontem.’ 
34 MS CCC 254, 116v. 
35 MS CCC 254, 117v: ‘Quod tres sunt figurae quae locum replent: triangula aequilatera, quadrata, et 
Hexagona: unde apes elegerunt figuram hexagonam, omnium capacissima.’ 
36 Cf. e.g. Henri de Monantheuil, ed., Mechanica graeca emendata, latina facta et commentariis 
illustrata (Paris: Jeremias Perier, 1599). 
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 Indeed, Twyne’s reading also supported an explicitly sociable kind of practical 
mathematics, in the form of games. These help us to imagine a tutorial rich in material 
beyond paper and books. Of course, Twyne’s rooms were full of books: when he left 
them in 1623, he had ‘nine shelves for folios, six for quartoes fourteen for octavos, and 
eight for sixteenmos’.37 No doubt students and other scholars raided these shelves. But 
the games his manuscripts show hint at other objects too. One page offers two examples 
of what had become in late sixteenth-century Europe a kind of parlour trick: the Wheel 
of Pythagoras, which allowed one to input the letters of one’s name, and derive various 
astrological readings.38 The polite context of this divinatory game is underscored by the 
page’s verso, which bears the brief score of a musical piece. Twyne played the lute, and 
these offer a tantalising hint at a less bookish kind of mathematical practice.39  
 Such sociable games may have even been part of the college tutorial. Twyne 
wrote down an English version of the classic medieval arithmetical game 
Rithmimachia, also known as the Philosopher’s Game.40 His manuscript suggests that 
Twyne followed the same method he did in arithmetic: rather than simply adopting the 
earlier translation of 1563, he redigested the work for his students.41 Rithmimachia is 
difficult, requiring a mastery of proportion theory. Twyne twice wrote down the rules 
for a third, much easier mathematical game, simply identified as a ludus arithmeticus.42 
The idea behind the game is simple: there are three people, three objects, and twenty-
four counters. Each object is a multiplier (a knife, a pen, and a book). Each person is 
given a different number of counters, depending on the order in which they are given, 
together with one of the three objects. The task is then to immediately pick up more 
counters, in the amount their object multiplies the original given. If you have 4 counters 
and are given a knife (worth, in this round, 2), you must race to pick up 8 counters 
before the other players do. Twyne’s game gives off more than a whiff of the study, 
with its pens, penknives, and books, and the mathematics is hardly challenging, 
multiplying by 2s and 4s—but the fun is in the race to respond to a cue. It is less like 
chess, and more like a slightly dignified game of musical chairs or charades. These 
manuscripts give glimpses of the social event a tutorial in Twyne’s rooms could be. 
 Such evidence gives us Twyne at work, teaching students in the traditional 
liberal arts to become, like him, a ‘universall scholar’. But I have argued that this was 
not the dusty material—only—of the liberal arts curriculum. Feingold has outlined the 
changes in mathematical teaching at Oxford over the seventeenth century, and he has 
noted that Richard Holland, beginning in the early 1620s, marks was a shift from a few 
learned Fellows who gave ad hoc tutorials, to more professional teachers of 
                                                
37 Gibson, ‘Brian Twyne’, 101. 
38 First printed as ‘la roue de Pythagoras’ by Gabriel du Preau in the last pages of Christophe de Cattan, 
La géomance (Paris, 1558); Gabriel Harvey reported the same, as a part of a more polite form of 
mathematics in his copy of Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples, Textus de sphaera (Paris: Simon de Colines, 
1527), shelfmark British Library BL 533.k.1.  
39 A letter to his father from 1602 thanks his father for having sent some lute strings: 19 March 1602 
[1603?], in H.G.S., “Some Correspondence of Brian Twyne [3 Pts],” Bodleian Quarterly Record 5 
(1926/1928): 213–18, 240–46, 269–72, at 272. 
40 Ann E. Moyer, The Philosophers’ Game: Rithmomachia in Medieval and Renaissance Europe (Ann 
Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2001). 
41 An English translation had been published Ralph Lever and William Fulke, The Most Noble, 
Auncient, and Learned Playe, Called the Philosophers Game, Invented for the Honest Recreation of 
Students, and Other Sober Persons, in Passing the Tediousnes of Tyme, to the Release of Their 
Labours, and the Exercise of Their Wittes (London: James Rowbothum, 1563). For an edition and 
study, see Ann E. Moyer, The Philosophers’ Game: Rithmomachia in Medieval and Renaissance 
Europe (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2001). 
42 MS CCC 254, 27v and 28r. 
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mathematics from outside the university.43 These later teachers were men of practice, 
whose expertise was sometimes thought a bit unmannerly by more refined students. 
John Beale noted that Holland’s ‘presence is not so gracefull, as to give much lustre to 
those ingenious arts’.44 The word ingenious here is double-sided, linking mathematics 
both to wit and to the mechanician’s stigma that Hooke would have to overcome in his 
dealings with the Royal Society. 45  Holland evidently was too much mechanic. 
However, the rhetorical distancing of mechanic and scholar may sometimes have been 
just that, rhetoric. With Twyne we see already many of these mechanical kinds of 
mathematics, instruments, astrology, and a widespread use of English, within his 
teaching of university mathematics. His example suggests the line between theory and 
practice was more porous than we may surmise. 
 
 
3. Mathematical scholarship 
The shape of mathematics we have discussed so far is largely that of the student and 
the teacher, not the scholar. But Twyne’s notes show him reading for his own scholarly 
purposes as well. What does Twyne do when his own inclination leads?   
 Early in his career, Twyne may have considered becoming a mathematical 
practitioner himself, someone whose professional identity centred on mathematical 
skills. The evidence for this possibility is an extended horoscope he wrote up in an 
ornate hand, probably as a presentation copy. In fact, a whole series of notes on 
astrology is entirely in English, hinting at his interest in vernacular practice. The 
horoscope is drawn up for a young man born 16 August 1594, and suggests that Twyne 
wrote the document up in the summer of 1605, shortly after he had obtained the MA.46 
During the gap year after his degree, before he was made probationary fellow, tried his 
hand at prognosticatory astrology. Certainly, Twyne took his foray into the life of a 
mathematical practitioner seriously enough to draw up an almanack for the year 1605—
and to record, at the end of each month, how the experience of health and illness in that 
month conformed with the astrological prediction. Thus for April: ‘This month was 
helthfull for the most part, for the direction of the Moon to the quartile of Venus was 
fortunate.’ For May he notes that ‘This month I suppose was effected the influence of 
the eclipse in march, by corruption of the bloud.’47 Twyne’s practice as an astrologer 
was shortlived, for although he drew up the almanack through December, his 
observations trail off after July. Since he was able to pin weather patterns on 
astronomical events, however loosely, these notes do not suggest he lost interest 
because he lost faith in astrological models. 
 Another discernible focus has to do with Twyne’s interest in history. Some 
mathematical tools can be imagined as part of the antiquarian’s kit, such as a table for 
rapidly calculating the values of outdated currency, such as the noble and the mark.48 
In the same vein, Twyne offers a brief example of how the king’s treasury had 
                                                
43 Feingold, ‘Mathematical Sciencies’, 370. 
44 Cit. Feingold, ‘Mathematical Sciencies’, 370. 
45 Jim Bennett, ‘Instruments and Ingenuity’, in Robert Hooke: Tercentennial Studies, ed. Michael 
Cooper and Michael Hunter (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2006), 65–76; Alexander Marr, Raphaële 
Garrod, José Ramón Marcaida, Richard J. Oosterhoff, Logodaedalus: Word Histories of Ingenuity in 
Early Modern Europe (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University Press, 2019). 
46 MS Arch Seld supra 79, xxx- xlii. The horoscope (xxxvii) indicates the subject’s time of birth. The 
discussion ‘Of the space of life’ (xxxix) first aligns the subject’s life with celestial events in the past 
tense, up to the summer of 1605; it then proceeds to prognostications in the future tense. 
47 MS Arch Seld supra 79, xlv. 
48 MS CCC 254, 74v-76r.  
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previously instated a scheme for accounting, contrasting it with a scheme for keeping 
college accounts.49 
 Twyne also turns to mathematics, especially astronomy, out of his interest in 
time reckoning. If we turn to the more famous Twyne manuscripts bound by Langbaine, 
there are inklings of mathematical reading. MS Twyne 2 mainly transcribes records 
from episcopal registers, possible ammunition for defending the University’s 
privileges. But folio 92 begins various ‘excerpts from a certain manuscript of various 
manuscripts of various authors on astronomy, from Allen’.50  The first is a certain 
Tractatus Sphaerae by Thomas Werkwoth51, with tables of longitude and latitude of 
cities from England as well as the Mediterranean. The following pages are filled with 
almanacs and astronomical tables, taken from a variety of authors: Joannis 
Chelyngworth, one Robertus Anglicus scriptor Oxoniensis who commented upon 
Sacrobosco’s Sphere in 1272—what the excerpts have in common is a focus on the 
state of the skies over Oxford during the previous several hundred years, opening up 
the possibility that Twyne was searching in astronomical works for data points for 
establishing the chronology of Oxonian history.  
 These reveal the familiar image of Twyne the formidable antiquary, assiduously 
collecting information on his beloved University’s origins. It is also clear however, that 
Twyne had his eye on calendar reform.52  This was a politically charged issue in 
England, which had not adopted the calendrical reforms Pope Gregory had instated in 
1582. Reading around this problem can be traced through Twyne’s extensive excerpts 
from Roger Bacon, Robert Grosseteste, Thabit ibn Qurra, Pierre d’Ailly, Honorius of 
Autun53, and various calendars compiled out of Thomas Allen’s collection: all focus on 
the motion of the eighth sphere, the precession of the starry movements by 1 degree 
roughly every 70 years, which by the sixteenth century put the calendar out 10 days. 
Twyne’s reading of astronomy seems aimed to establish the long history of this 
problem. 54  He took stock of his findings in a set of ‘Observationes pro notitia 
calendarii’, sketching a history of how the calendar had been reformed by Julius Caesar 
in antiquity, and the values and terminology required for understanding the calendar.55  
 Two further series of notes show overlap between Twyne’s historical pursuits 
and his mathematical interests. In the volume now gathering a mélange of mathematical 
papers, MS CCC 254, several segments of more or less systematic notes seem to have 
come from a single episode—they share the same smaller page size, format, and style 
of note-taking; also, an older pagination runs through some of them, suggesting they 
were together before the modern rebinding.56 The first few pages of this group deal 
with particular problems that seemed especially important: the quadrature of the circle 
(82r-v) and ‘Eminent propositions in Euclide’ (83r-85r). On the back of the next page 
Twyne switches directions, requesting that ‘you provide me those books which are of 
greater use’ (85v). The demand—whether of himself or another—is fulfilled, because 

                                                
49 MS CCC 254, 73v [check??]. It is not clear to me whether Twyne devised or merely recorded this 
scheme. 
50 MS Twyne 2. ‘Exerpta ex quodam Mso variorum Authorum de Astronomicae . apud unium Allen .’  
51 cf. Lynn Thorndike, “Thomas Werkwoth on the Motion of the Eighth Sphere,” Isis 39, no. 4 (1948): 
212–15. 
52 For problems and parameters that would have been familiar to Twyne, see C. Philipp E. Nothaft, 
Scandalous Error: Calendar Reform and Calendrical Astronomy in Medieval Europe (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2018). 
53 Twyne mistakenly attributed his De ymago mundi to Nennius; see MS CCC e260, 85r ff. 
54 Inter alia, MS CCC e260, passim; MS CCC 254, 49r-52r; ?? 
55 These based chiefly on [Nennius] Honorius of Auton. MS CCC e260, 85r ff. 
56 MS CCC 254, 82r-107v. 
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here begins the series of references to the mathematics of navigation, measuring the 
sun’s declination, optics, and so on, as discussed in the previous section. Then, as if 
frustrated with the multifarious lack of method in these works, steeling himself to go 
back to the basics, Twyne settles down to a more systematic reading of Euclid (90r-
107v), with special attention to book 1, but recording observations all the way through 
book 11. 
 Method and history are in view together here, because Twyne uses these notes 
to carry on a conversation with various authorities over the right way to structure 
mathematical argument. In particular, his dialogue partners are found in Billingsley’s 
Euclid and Peter Ramus’ Scholae mathematicarum (1569). It is clear throughout these 
notes that Twyne was working through Billingsley’s Euclid, and ascribed the 
scholarship of the commentaries in that text to Billingsley too—the views of others, 
such as Peletier du Mans, Twyne appears to be engaging through Billingsley’s notes.57 
At the same time, Twyne was testing the interpretations of Euclid that Ramus had 
offered in his Scholae mathematicarum (1569), an extended reflection on the history of 
geometrical argument and the damage Ramus believed Euclid had wrought on that 
history. 
 The history of debates therefore has methodological implications. Twyne 
became so frustrated with Ramus’ history of mathematics that in one of the notebooks, 
Schediasticorum nonus, Twyne wrote up a syllabus of errors he had made in the 
Scholae, under the heading ‘Errors, Lies and Contradictions of Peter Ramus and his 
Sect.’58 This effort to skewer Ramus seems to have been written in some relation to his 
closer reading of Euclid, for they share the same concern with the order of 
demonstration. Chiefly, here, Ramus serves as a source of hypotheses as well as a trove 
of historical judgements about the status of key structures. Occasionally, however, we 
can see Twyne setting a collision course with Ramus, such as when he considers the 
postulates at the beginning of Euclid book 1. Billingsley recognised six postulates 
(petitions). Ramus had followed the ancient commentators Proclus and Geminus, 
suggesting that only the first three of these were true postulates—the latter three, Ramus 
had argued, were in fact axioms. In his notes on these postulates, Tywne came to a view 
that would permeate his list of Ramus’ errors: that Ramus had contradicted himself. 
Actually, Twyne said, ‘in mine opinion most of these petitions or postulata seeme to be 
of the nature of problems, because they propose a thing to be done or wrought,’ and he 
pointed out where Ramus had given this definition.59  

Twyne and Ramus together picked up an ancient worry about the nature of these 
postulates.60 This concern, in the ‘Errors, Lies, and Contradictions of Ramus’, would 
evolve into a full-throated argument that Ramus had got the method of mathematics 
backwards. Ramus believed that the particularities of practice were the starting point 

                                                
57 See the paragraph introducing this chapter. Often Twyne quotes Euclid in Latin that, so far as I can 
tell, most closely follows the syntax of Jacques Peletier du Mans, but with small changes. For example, 
Proposition I.1 Twyne writes as: ‘super datam rectam finitam triangulum aequilaterum constituere’. 
Campanus (‘Triangulum aequilaterum, supra datam lineam rectam collocare’), Zamberti (‘Super data 
recta linea terminata, triangulum aequilaterum constituere’), Fine (=Zamberti), Commandino (‘In data 
recta linea terminata, triangulum aequilaterum constituere’), and Clavius (=Zamberti) all leave out 
finita—which is found only in the English of Billingsley: ‘Upon a right line geven not being infinite…’ 
Twyne’s English reading therefore seems to be filtering into his Latin. 
58 MS CCC 263, 1. ‘Petri Rami eiusque sectae, Errores mendaciae et contradictiones.’ I am preparing a 
small edition of this work. 
59 MS CCC 254, 90v. He cites Ramus, Scholae mathematicarum, 88-89. 
60 Thomas L. Heath and Euclid, The Thirteen Books of the Elements, Vol. 1: Books 1-2 (New York: 
Dover Publications, 1956 [1908]), 195-220. 
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for constructing a mathematics, which is why he saw no reason why these postulates 
could not serve as ‘axioms’.61 In contrast, Twyne thought this merely confused the 
distinction between axioms as intellectual universals—universally accepted truths—
and the particularities of practice. 

 
 

Conclusion 
This study joins the growing consensus that the reorientation of early modern 
intellectual culture cannot be explained in reference to the dramatic claims of those who 
asserted their independence of texts and tradition. In fact, even in mathematics—often 
seen at the cutting edge of new philosophies—the insights of Galileo, Descartes and 
even Dee grew out of, and were understood by readers embedded in, a subterranean 
stratum of school learning, as each generation struggled to assimilate its inheritance. 
Pedagogy generated scholarship too. I have distinguished between Twyne’s reading for 
students and his reading for himself (the second and third sections of this paper). In 
fact, within the context of Twyne’s mathematical reading as a whole, the one blurs into 
the other. If we ask ourselves: Is Twyne here learning mathematics, or reformulating in 
order to teach students? the distinction breaks down. Throughout these notes, we can 
see Twyne surveying, digesting, and reformulating the fundamental skills of 
mathematical practice, in part for his own use—and that use was also pedagogical, a 
preparation for teaching others. 

Such pedagogy required a canon of authorities. Twyne does set Euclid as a key 
mathematical authority, and we see here the first English translation of 1570 
functioning as a master text. But reading Euclid involved much more than the set text. 
In fact, the typography of the 1570 already structured a hierarchy of propositions, 
authorities, and commentaries, all used to dismantle and reassemble the words of Euclid 
and the geometrical reasoning those words tried to teach. Twyne’s conversations with 
Allen, which I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, showed the instability not 
only of the text, but also of the text surrounding the text. Were the layers of commentary 
surrounding Euclid the product of Dee’s library, or of the learned Friar’s reading? 
Twyne’s copious notes prove eloquently the point of Peter Stallybrass, that the response 
to print culture is more, not less, handwriting. 62  Newly available editions and 
translations of the ancients did not obviate the need for more writing, but instead invited 
readers to manage the flood of information, to ink up new margins, checking facts, 
collating references, and disputing differences. Seen from the angle of material reading, 
canon formation is always also deconstruction. This is true even in a discipline like 
mathematics, so often framed for this period as the line between modernity and 
whatever was before.  

A similar lesson applies to ‘practice’. Twyne’s notes erode easy binaries 
between practical and theoretical knowledge. He set Euclid within the process of 
filtering, selecting, and testing the bounds of geometry. When we look to Twyne’s other 
manuscripts, we find him navigating a wide range of published authorities to address 
mixed mathematical questions, from natural philosophy to navigation. He used 
mathematical tools to support the study of history, as well as historical tools to 
understand mathematical texts. He sorted through the conflicting evidence found in 
                                                
61 Robert Goulding, ‘Method and Mathematics: Peter Ramus’ Histories of the Sciences’, Journal of the 
History of Ideas 67, no. 1 (2006): 63–85; Robert Goulding, Defending Hypatia: Ramus, Savile, and the 
Renaissance Rediscovery of Mathematical History (New York: Springer, 2010), 35-74. 
62 Peter Stallybrass, “Printing and the Manuscript Revolution,” in Explorations in Communication and 
History, ed. Barbie Zelizer (London: Routledge, 2008), 111–18. 
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stacks of manuscripts, putting mathematical knowledge in relation to history. In this 
framework astronomy proved surprisingly central—precisely because useful in studies 
of chronology. To do all this required both both theory and practice, approaching 
philosophical principles while deploying the basic skills of calculation.  


